Abstract. In this paper, the iterative solution is studied for equation x+Tx = / with a Lipschitz K-subaccetive operator in arbitrary Banach spaces, some previously results are generalized.
Introduction
Let E be a real Banach space with norm || • || and E* be the dual space of E. The duality mapping J : E -> 2 E * is defined by Jx = {feE*:(x,f) = \\x\| 2 , H/ll = ||x||}
where (x, f) denotes the value of the continuous linear functional / G E* at
xeE.
An operator T : D(T) C E -> E is said to be k-subaccretive
if for all i,l/6 D(T) there exists j G J(x -y) and k € (-oo, +oo) such that (1) (Tx-Ty,j(x-y))>k\\x-y\\ 2 .
162 Yongjin Li
Chidume [4] . For an uniformly smooth Banach space E, Zhu [16] Our objective in this paper is to consider an iterative process which converges to a solution of f = x + Tx in Banach space. Our results generalize and improve the all results of [11] and [16] .
In order to prove the main results of the paper we need the following 
LEMMA 3. Let E be Banach space, J : E -> 2 E * be the duality mapping, then for any x,y & E and j(x + y) € J(x + y) we have l|z + y|| 2 < \\x\\\\x + y\\ + (y,j(x + y)).
Proof. It follows from a sequel: for x,y € E and j(x + y) € J{x + y) one has (2) ! On = oc; 
\\x + yf = (x + y,j(x + y)) = (x,j{x + y)) + (y,j{x + y))

< ||x||||x + y\\ + (y,j(x + y)).
y n = (1 -(3 n )x n + Pnif -Tx n ) + Vr X n +1 = (1 -a n )x n + a n (f -Ty n ) + u,
y" = (1 -Pn)x n + Pn(Sx n ) + Vr, X n +1 = (1 -a n )x n + a n (Sx n ) + u, + an(S'xn+i -Syn -un) -un,
+ a l+i( x n -Syn) + an(Sxn+i -Syn -un) -un
and thus
-,Sx*)||||xn+i -x*|| 1 +a" and ||s n+ i -x*|| < -+ ^alj ||x" -x*|| + a n 2 ||x" -Sy n || + a n ||5x n+ i -Sy n -it n || + ||u n ||.
So we have \\yn -X* || = ||(1 -p n )x n + f3 n Sx n + v n -X*\\ = 11(1 -Pn)x n -(1 -Pn)x* + (3 n (Sx n -X*) + «J < (1 " Pn)\\x n ~ 1*11 + Pn\\Sx n -Sx*|| + Kll = (1 -pJWXn ~X*\\+ P n L\\x n -X*\\ + ||«J and ||X"+1 " ®*|| < (1 " \a n + ^)||x n -X*|| + a n 2 \\x n -Sy n || + a n ||5x n+ i -Sy n -it"|| + ||u n ||.
But \\x n -5y n || < ||*" -x*|| + IISy n -x*|| < ||x n -x*|| + L\\y n -x*|| < ||x n -X*II + L( 1 -(3 n + 0nL)\\x n -x*|| + L|KII
IISy n -y n || < ||Sy n -x*|| + ||y n -x*|| = ||Sy n -Sx*|| + ||y n -z*|| <L||y n -x*|| + ||y n -xl
So ||Sx n+ i -Sy n -ti n || < ||5x n+1 -Sy n || + Htinll < L||x n+1 -y n || + ||u n || < L( 1 -a n )\\(3 n {x n -Sy n -t>n)|| + La n \\Sy n -y"|| + (L + l)||ti n || < L{ 1 -a n )(\\0 n (x n -5x n )|| + H^ll)
Thus ||®n+l -3*11
+ al\\x n -Sy n || + a n ||Sx"+i -Sy n -u n \\ + ||u n ||
\\x n -x*|| + a n (l -a n )L{L + l)ß n \\x n -x*|| 2 Jx n -x*|| + M\\v n \\ + N\\u n \\. The author would like to thank the anonymous referee for his or her suggestions and corrections.
